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Abstract 
FE-simulations of processes on large plates are hardly feasible due to limited computing powers of current work stations. As an 
approach the Moving Mesh is introduced. This mesh – where merely the area of the laser position is finely and the remaining 
parts are coarsely meshed – moves synchronously to the laser beam. To adapt it to special demands of laser beam forming of 
aluminium plates the influence of various discretisation factors on the temperature field is studied. The Moving Mesh is 
accordingly updated and applied. The results are compared to experimental results showing the high potential of the method. 
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1. Introduction 
The laser beam forming process is mainly applied in micro technology like for example to adjust components of 
integrated systems [1]. Its application field in macro technology is basically limited to the straightening of distorted 
plates, e. g. after welding [2]. To realise possible applications like forming claddings of buildings irradiation 
strategies have to be developed. For trial and error being highly cost-intensive and time-consuming process 
simulation is the adequate tool to apply. Despite the fast technological progress in computing systems simulations of 
processes on large plates are still hardly feasible. Most processes are too complex for mere analytical approaches or 
demand a too high amount of physical simplifications which is why mainly numerical simulations based on FEM, 
FDM or FVM are applied [3]. These methods demand in general a high mesh resolution to deliver adequate 
simulation results. For large geometries such fine meshes lead to huge equation systems exceeding the capacities of 
current work stations [4]. To face this challenge intelligent meshing strategies are required being most efficient 
when adapted to special processes. In the following the Moving Mesh Method is introduced and specified for the 
laser beam forming process under application of the temperature gradient mechanism. 
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2. Specification of the Moving Mesh Method for the Laser Beam Forming Process and Experimental  
    Verification 
2.1. Modelling of the temperature field during the laser beam forming process 
As the considered laser beam forming process is based on the temperature gradient mechanism an adequate 
modelling of the temperature field is essential. The modelling is accomplished applying the FE-software COMSOL 
Multiphysics as it allows the coupling of different modules so that the generated model is able to be expanded to 
thermomechanics in the end. The geometry is set to a pure aluminium plate sized 0.1 m x 0.1 m x 0.002 m. The 
material properties like density, heat transfer coefficient and heat capacity are assumed temperature dependant [5, 6, 
7, 8]. The laser spot is modelled by a Gaussian intensity distribution (Eq. 1) where AP is the absorbed laser power, 
w0 the beam radius, x the coordinate in feed direction of the laser, y the coordinate orthogonal to the feed direction 
and t the process time. As in reality the used aluminium plates are covered by graphite for reasons of adequate 
absorption the absorption coefficient is set to 0.8 according to [9]. The laser power is set to 1500 W and the focus 
radius to 0.0025 m for these parameters have already been proven as appropriate to the laser beam forming process 
[9].  
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To simplify the model with respect to the enhancement of mesh efficiency the effect of the difference between 
the suggested feed rate of 0.102 m/s and 0.1 m/s on the temperature field is studied. As the deviation is marginal the 
following simulations are accomplished with a feed rate of 0.1 m/s. The heat source is modelled as a heat flux on the 
surface moving with feed rate v in direction x with time t (Eq. 2). 
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The heat is transmitted into the plate by conduction. Convection and thermal radiation of the plate are neglected. 
Thus the boundaries are assumed as thermally insulated.  
The discretisation is accomplished by an adapted mesh. Adapted meshes where highly process relevant parts of 
the geometry are finely meshed whereas residual parts are coarsely meshed have already been proven to be 
applicable [10, 11]. The initial mesh is generated according to [12] suggesting not less than two elements per beam 
radius, at least three layers in direction of the plate thickness and four time steps per process time where the laser 
spot proceeds the amount of one radius. For the considered process this leads to the meshing parameters in Tab. 1:  
 
Table 1. Meshing parameters for the considered laser beam forming process according to [12] 
 
r / m minimum number of elements in feed 
direction  
maximum time step 
0.0025 80 0.00625 s 
  
The subdomain with high required element density is chosen to be the laser path and 0.01 m in negative and 
positive y-direction. The upper boundary of the geometry is meshed with quadrangular elements in this area while 
the surrounding boundaries are meshed with triangular elements. For the considered forming mechanism depending 
on the temperature gradient four layers of elements are applied resulting in cuboids and prism elements. The 
suggested time step is simplified to 0.005 s. Fig. 1(a) shows the top view on the discretisation of the geometry and 
Fig. 1(b) the simulated temperature field during the process. 
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Fig. 1. (a) top view on the discretisation of the geometry; (b) simulation result of the temperature field during the process 
2.2. Determination of the influence of various discretisation factors on the simulation of the temperature field 
However, considering the simulation of the entire laser beam forming process mesh resolutions as the presented 
one are not able to be maintained for exceeding current processing systems. Therefore the influence of various 
discretisation factors on the simulation result is studied.  
Initially various sizes of time steps are considered. The simulation of the temperature field is accomplished with 
time steps of 0.5 s, 0.05 s and 0.005 s. The temperature curves resulting from these simulations are compared in 
Fig. 2(a). A time step of 0.5 s delivers a temperature curve significantly different from the others while the result of 
applying 0.05 s is similar to 0.005 s but still differ. To ensure 0.005 s to be accurate the time step of 0.001 s is 
considered as well being congruent with the curve at 0.005 s.  
 
        
Fig. 2. (a) influence of different time steps on the temperature distribution; (b) influence of the discretisation on the surface of the model on the 
temperature distribution 
 
In the following the discretisation of the surface in the finely meshed area is considered. The simulation is 
accomplished with the same kind of elements but with different amounts. The subdomain is meshed with 80, 40 and 
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20 elements in x- and 20 in y-direction to check the influence of the surface mesh on the simulation of the 
temperature field. The results of the temperature distribution at the centre of the plate are presented in Fig. 2(b). The 
values are nearly identical for 80 and 40 elements and slightly deviate for 20 elements in feed direction which shows 
the potential to reduce the number of knots significantly in this area. 
 
 
Fig. 3. temperature distribution at the centre of the plate in z-direction computed with different amounts of mesh layers 
For the accordance of the temperature distribution at the models with 80 and 40 elements the following analyses 
are accomplished with the model with 40 elements for reasons of computing time. The geometry is meshed with 
two, four and eight layers in direction of the plate thickness z to check their affects on the simulation of the 
temperature field. Fig. 3 shows the temperature distribution at the centre of the plate in z-direction. Hardly a 
difference between the three simulation results occurs.  
2.3. Acceleration of the process computation by the Moving Mesh Method 
With the gained results the generation of an FE-mesh delivering adequate simulation results with low computing 
times is faced. The applied technique is based on the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) Method having 
originally been developed for fluid dynamical applications and to compute processes including large deformations 
[13, 14]. In this case it is specified for accelerating the computation of the laser beam forming process by 
significantly reducing the number of knots without reducing the amount of data in relevant areas.  
 
 
Fig. 4. (a) start, middle and end position of the Moving Mesh; (b) specified Moving Mesh for the laser beam forming process with defined 
parameters 
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The Moving Mesh Method allows maintaining a high mesh resolution in areas with a high amount of material 
agitation by moving along with the feed of the laser spot. The mesh is generated in base position by meshing one 
domain in x- and one in y-direction finely (Fig. 4(a, b)). The intersection area of these two finely meshed parts 
counts a high number of elements. When the process starts the finely meshed area is shifted to the boundary where 
the laser spot appears on the plate compressing the coarse mesh on its left to a fine mesh as well and stretching the 
mesh on its right as Fig. 4(a, a) shows. As soon as the laser spot reaches a defined position within the finely meshed 
area the whole mesh proceeds synchronously to the laser spot. When the laser beam has nearly completely crossed 
the plate the mesh stops having stretched one part of the mesh and compressed the other where the laser will still 
move through (Fig. (4a, c)). Thus the relevant zone and its close surroundings constantly show a high mesh 
resolution acquiring a sufficient amount of data during the process.  
To adapt the mesh to the laser beam forming process it is updated with the gained parameters. The first factor is 
the discretisation on the surface of the geometry where the previous studies showed that the simulation of the 
temperature field delivered nearly the same results with 80 and 40 elements and very similar ones with 20 elements. 
This amount of elements refers to the entire length of the plate. As for the Moving Mesh the area of the fine mesh is 
set to 0.02 m x 0.02 m x 0.002 m the number of elements is set to five according to a mesh with 25 elements on the 
whole length of the plate to deliver more accurate results. The meshing in x-direction is preliminary maintained with 
20 elements further improvement being possible. Due to the similar temperature distributions (Fig. 3) two element 
layers are applied in direction of the plate thickness. The resulting mesh for the considered geometry is presented in 
Fig. 4(b).  
In the following the model is expanded to thermomechanics. A temperature dependant heat flow curve of 
aluminium Al99.5 is included in the model to distinguish between elastic and plastic deformation. The whole 
geometry is set free to bend beside one boundary which is fixed to approach the clamping device being applied in 
the subsequent experiments. The simulation is accomplished by a time step size of 0.005 s emerged from the 
presented studies (Fig. 2a). The computation of the laser beam forming process with the presented mesh takes 
5945 s on an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU Q9550 @ 2.83GHz processor with 8GB RAM resulting in an average 
bending angle of about 1.36°. To rate the computing time an accordant model with an adapted mesh with 20 
elements in x-and y-direction and two in z-direction in the adapted area is computed taking 20767 s. The next step is 
to verify the simulation results by experimental analyses. 
2.4. Measurement of the temperature field during the laser beam forming process and the resulting bending angle 
To analyse the temperature field during the laser beam forming process it is detected as well by a pyrometer as by 
an infrared camera. A combination of both measurement methods allows the detection of the full range of occurring 
temperatures at the laser path on the one hand and the analyses of the temperature distribution on the other.  
In order to avoid a complex experimental setup the instruments are positioned in such a way to measure the 
temperature on the lower surface on the laser path orthogonal to the feed direction of the laser beam in the centre of 
the plate. For the laser beam forming experiments aluminium Al99.5 probes sized 0.1 m x 0.1 m x 0.002 m are 
prepared. To ensure adequate absorption of the laser beam they are covered with a graphite layer on top. As 
previous studies have shown reduced variance of measuring results with graphite layer on the considered area the 
lower surface is covered as well. The plates are clamped on one side parallel to the feed direction of the laser. The 
experiments are accomplished by a Yb:YAG laser. The power is set to 1500 W, the spot diameter to 0.005 m and the 
feed rate to 0.102 m/s. The laser beam crosses the plate once inducing thermal stresses leading to the forming of the 
plate. Three plates are formed with the thermal camera detecting the temperature field and three plates with the IR 
camera. Fig. 5(a) shows the experimental setup including the laser beam, the clamping device, the graphite covered 
aluminium plate, the pyrometer and the infrared camera respectively. The experimentally measured temperature 
distribution at the centre of the plate during the process is presented in Fig. 5(b). Due to the measuring range starting 
at 160°C no data below this temperature could be acquired by the pyrometer. The non-uniformity at about 0.9 s in 
the curve detected by the thermal camera arises from unity conversions at defined supporting points while the values 
in between are linearly interpolated. The results of both measurement methods show high accordance deviating 
merely in 3°C in maximum temperature. For the average z-displacement of the plate five specimens are considered. 
The bending angle is measured by a profilemeter. Each plate is measured close to the outer boundaries and in the 
middle of the plate. Out of this data the average bending angle is computed and results in 1.53°. 
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Fig. 5.(a) experimental setup for the detection of the temperature field during laser beam forming; (b) temperature field at the lower surface of the 
plate detected by pyrometer and IR camera 
2.5. Comparison between simulation and experimental results 
To rate the quality of the simulation model computed with the Moving Mesh the simulation and experimental 
results are compared. At first the temperature distribution at the center of the plate during the process is considered. 
Fig. 6(a) shows the temperature curve for pyrometer, thermal camera and the simulation model. While the increase 
of temperature shows high accordance the maximum temperature and the cooling differ. Regarding the simulation 
results with adapted mesh from paragraph 2.2 the simulation in general slightly overestimates the maximum 
temperature and underestimates the cooling of the plate leading to a deviation of 4 % of the measured temperature. 
This deviation is assumed to be caused by neglecting convection and radiation of the plate. Applying the Moving 
Mesh Method the deviation is amplified to an error of 10 % of the measured value. 
 
               
Fig. 6.(a) comparison of the simulated and measured temperature field; (b) comparison between the measured and simulated average bending 
angle 
Thus the error caused by the Moving Mesh itself is currently about 6 % in the temperature computation. The 
comparison of the average bending angles is presented in Fig. 6(b). The left bar shows the average bending angle of 
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the experiments including the standard deviation while the right bar shows the simulation result. The simulation 
model slightly underestimates the angle being a result from the deviated temperature field. Altogether the Moving 
Mesh Method leads currently to a pure error of about 6 % while it leads to a reduction to less than 28 % of 
computing times with adapted meshes. The larger the laser path the more efficient becomes the Moving Mesh 
Method allowing process computations on plate sizes having not been possible before. 
3. Summary and Outlook 
Simulations of the laser beam forming process of large plates are still hardly feasible due to limited computing 
power. With respect to the efficiency enhancement the influence of different discretisation factors is analysed. The 
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) Method is applied as underlying procedure being specified for the laser beam 
forming process with the parameters gained from the temperature field analyses. The model is expanded to 
thermomechanics and the average bending angle is calculated. The simulation results are experimentally verified 
resulting in a deviation of about 6 % of the experimental maximum temperature for the Moving Mesh exclusively 
and to a resulting deviation of the bending angle. Although the method still has to be improved, e. g. by improving 
the starting and ending positions of the finely meshed area, the high potential of the method is proven. For the 
presented plate a reduction to 28 % of the computing times when applying an accordant adapted mesh is achieved. 
This reduction increases proportional to the size of the laser path. 
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